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In my teenage years, my body developed
social anxiety and panic disorder, as
well as numerous phobias. Nervousness
and frequent sobbing produced constant
lumps in my throat that made swaUowing,
eating and breathing d ifficult, resulting
in the development of pscudodysphagia,
a choking phobia. I also constantly
experienced urinary incontinence from
the nervousness. As if I was a newborn
baby (at the age of 14), my mother would
feed me pureed meals and I was even tually
taug ht to eat solid foods again. Training
the body to breathe , eat and control
urina tion all defined a stage of my
life I call my "second infancy."
Existing as part infant during my teen years
opene d the world of fantasy to me again
and helped me demystify and unders tand
my experiences. Growing up as a minori ty,
an Iranian -American, in D urham, No rth
Carolina, I experie nced mistrea tme nt
in school, which was the major ca use of
the development of my severe anxi ety
disorders. These exper iences also led me
to realise that my psyche an d soul are
structured around very conscious fantasie s
that tra nsform into my in ternal phantoms
and panora ma . My inn er illusionistic world
allows the literal to be transformed into
symbols and metaphors , consequentl y
permitting me to organise my disorders
and chaos in a meaningful way.

After years of medication and therapy, it was
making art that became the u·ue remedy
for me. My fear of interacting with society
and others was cured by the valour
and cathars is of self-portraiture, which
allowed me to share my stories with the
world. I approached making art from a
psychoanalytical point of view, turning
myself inside out for the viewer to see
my innermost parts and understand how
I operated, felt and saw myself In a very
open manner, I described how I perceived
myself as a disgusting, horrific and selfdestructive being.
Fuelled by my own desire to fully understand my
artistic practice and myself, I began to
research psychoanalytic theor ies, mainly
Melanie Klein's object-relations analysis
andJuJia K.risteva's theory of the abject.
According to Kleinian theory, the soul
and mind are structured through conscious
fantasies, produced and driven by bodily
experiences. These fantasies, present from
early infancy on, are not states to which
the individual can regress, but are rather
ever-present positions in which one can
become stuck:
·'( :011,u·uc-1in((
her model ol' subj,·ni,·it,
al 011mlI h,· inla111I- .. j Kkin plac-,-, al 1lw
orlwr mocld 1101ilw u11,·rn1,rio11,.
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Klein believes that the infant experiences a partobject logic, where the child understands an
object, such as the mothe1; in a disjointed
fashion . An example of this is the mother's
breast; it is sucked on and bitten by the
infant's mouth and teeth, producing a
system of these components through
invented mutating, splitting and joining
part-object systems within the fantasy
of aggression.
The infant has turned its source of stress into
the bad object and can experience
"splitting", which means it cannot keep
two contradictory thoughts or feelings
in its mind at the same time. It is my

understanding that the "splitting" in the
example given is where the infant loves
and hates the objects of its desire and
stress. The mother can only be partially
understood as "part-object", such as the
breast per taining to being fed, in turn
making the infant feel good. When this
object and function are not present, this
creates the anxiety that sparks the object
relations to occur; relating the breast to
the teeth, to the mouth and so on .
This also means that it can no longer distinguish
between inside and outside, the body
and its environment. A de-centering and
a collapse of the body has taken place; its
atmosphere in turn lets a world materialise
that is structured around the bad object.2
In both Kleinian analysis and Kristeva's
understanding of the abject, there
is an overlap in the disruption of identity
and boundaries, where confusion and
breakdown in meaning lead to a blurring
of the distinction between subject and
object. Kelly Oliver, a scholar of intersubjectivityand feministphilosophy,writes:
. 11 mak1·, \Oil
··Tlw ahjn·1 i, clisg-u,1in/.\
'"rnl I<>, omit. It is \I h;it i, on the i)orcll'I'.
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tlm·a1c11s ilH'si'
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I perceived myself in fantasy as the bad abject object. Thinking in terms of Klein's
theory, I had been lodged in my disturbed
psyche from my second infancy onwards
and as a result I had becom e the partobject. M y experience with "splitting"
was my simultaneous existence as both an
American and an Iranian , as both infant
and adult, culminating in the fight between
the urge to allow my disorders to take over
and kill me and my will to live and more
importantly, to survive. I chose to survive.

With each self-portrait, I reinvented myself, using
it as a form of catharsis, purging my abject
self. In reference to Kristeva, this meant
that I had to again wean myself from my
mother - my maker - to re-create my own
identity.4 l took it even further, weaning
myself from myself, from whom I had been
when I was consumed by my disorders .
To mark this process, I changed my name
when I began college.
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Th e anxiety disorders that placed me in a state of
infancy for most of my teen years, made
me a late bloomer. Many experiences that
normally mark the epoch of adolescence ,
I had not expe1ienced as a teenager. In
2009 and 2mo , my drawings and paintings
were an examination of my earliest yet
still belated experiences, acts and reactions
connected to love, jealousy, sexuality and
sex. I described what the body and mind
experience during foreplay, sex and after all things that people mainly prefer not to
discuss, because they are thought taboo, yet
I constan tly wonder and fuss about them .
Three ear lier works in this series are a close
examination of what coming of age felt
like to me including the portrayal of my
perceived self during this time in my life.
In WhalIs MineIs 1'oursand What Is 1'oursIs
Mi11e,remnants of hair are incorporated
into the portrait, covering the body of
the figure, giving her a monstrous, beastly,
unfeminine and unintentional ly unkempt
ls ExpectedTo
appearance. In Everyone
Comea11dCum,baby clothes linger among
lingerie, and in Arid.Next, Next... Next... ,
there are multiple partners participating
in transcendental sexual experiences,
but what is most apparent in all of these
works and is still present , is the abject.

© Kymia Nawabt
}
And Nexl, Nexl ..Next 12009
Acry lrc. tnk and watercolour
onpaper . 24 x 24 ,n
In possession of Kymia Nawabr

(Q Kym ia Nawabr

Everyone is Expected to
1OJ
Come and Cum 120
Ink and waterco lour
on paper . 17x 24 in
In possession of Kymia Nawabi
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In 2010, due to a loss in my family, I began
making work about death, the afterlife,
rebirth, spi1its and souls. Three drawings,
DedicatedToAu:a, Atmos/1heric
Shiftsand
DreamHomeare all centered around the
image of the corpse, what Kristeva claims
to be the primary force behind abjection
as an act that leads to a breakdown in the
symbolic order and meaning: "The Corpse,
seen without God and outside of science,
is the utmost of abjection." 5
Within my works from 2010 to the present I \Vant
to confront and decipher death by creating
drawings through continued introspection
and borrowing from other cultures buria l
rites and beliefs concerning the body and
the spirit's path to the afterlife. Although
I am illustrating the abject cadaver, burials
and even accessories such as the coffin,
I want to defy Kristeva's understanding
of the corpse. Instead I want to visually
discuss death as if it is not cast off and
does have a place in the symbolic order
as defined by Sigmund Freud andJacques
Lacan, to find some solace in what may
be an uncertainty. In my research, I do
not look to God or science, but rather
to mythology and alchemy. I found the
latter to be more aligned with my ways
of thinking and believing, in connection
to shared attempts to understand our
common phenomena.
From this point, from my own wanderings
concerning our world and its inhabitants,
my work portrays and wants to personify
our abject experiences as humans. Each
of my clrnracters and landscapes in their
entirety represents the abnormalities of
existence. These manifest out of the clash
between our ordinary capacity and our
daily internal fantasy lives: our mind, soul
and body's intangible, yet real and deeply
felt phantom world, not sensed by others.

It is not where we are or what we arc doing in the
physical world that I am interested in, but
rather where actual life places us in our
minds; who we are and what we are doing.
Th is is what I want to re-create. Thus,
tluough the lens of my own experiences,
obsessions and observations, I want the
viewer to see and acknowledge the complex
make-up of who we are that makes us
dwell on what we are : the abj ect human.
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